WITC’s Collegewide Outcomes (CWOs) are universal in nature and are intended to develop personal awareness, career effectiveness and professionalism. Assessment of the CWOs and use of the results to make improvements will ensure that WITC graduates will have the skills necessary for career and personal effectiveness.

**Collegewide Outcomes and Indicators**

**Communicate Effectively**
Read for information gathering, appreciation, and enjoyment
Write clearly, concisely, and accurately in a variety of contexts and formats
Speak clearly, concisely, and accurately in a variety of contexts and formats
Practice active listening

**Demonstrate Critical Thinking Skills**
Analyze Situations
Evaluate Assumptions
Design Solutions

**Apply Mathematics**
Select or devise a strategy for solving
Extract relevant data
Apply the strategy
Communicate the results

**Use Science/Technology**
Apply scientific concepts or current technology to solve problems
Demonstrate a working knowledge of modern technology as it applies to your program of study

**Interact Socially**
Demonstrate respectful behavior toward individuals with different opinions and ideas
Demonstrate constructive feedback skills
Function effectively as part of a team
Resolve interpersonal conflicts effectively

**Enhance Local/Global Perspectives**
Analyze the impact of your actions on local and global issues
Explain how your program of study is influenced by local and global markets/issues
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